Google Scholar allows merging multiple article versions into one. This merging affects the H-index computed by Google Scholar. We analyze the parameterized complexity of maximizing the H-index using article merges. Herein, multiple possible measures for computing the citation count of a merged article are considered. Among others, for the measure used by Google Scholar, we give an algorithm that maximizes the H-index in linear time if there is only a constant number of versions of the same article. In contrast, if we are allowed to merge arbitrary articles, then already increasing the H-index by one is NP-hard.
Introduction
The H-index is a widely used measure for estimating the productivity and impact of researchers and research institutions. Hirsch [11] defined the index as follows: a researcher has H-index h if h of the researcher's articles have at least h citations and all other articles have at most h citations. Several publicly accessible databases such as Web Of Science, Scopus, ArnetMiner, and Google Scholar compute and show the H-index of any covered researcher. As a consequence, hiring committees and funding agencies access these numbers to compare researchers.
Although the H-index of Google Scholar profiles is computed automatically, the owner of a profile can still manipulate her or his H-index by merging articles in the profile. The intention of this merging option is to identify different versions of the same article, for example a journal version and an archive version on arXiv.org, which are found as two different articles by Google's web crawlers. The merging of articles may increase the H-index of a researcher since the merged article may have more citations than each of the original articles. This leaves the H-index of Google Scholar profiles vulnerable to manipulation by untruthful scientists.
Increasing the H-index even by small values could be tempting, in particular for young researchers who are scrutinized more often than established researchers. For example, Hirsch [11] estimates for the field of physics that the H-index of a successful researcher increases by roughly one per year of activity. Hence, an untruthful researcher might try to save years of research work with the push of a few buttons. This type of manipulation has been studied by de Keijzer and Apt [12] . In their model, each article in a profile comes with a number of citations. Merging two articles, one with x and one with y citations, replaces these articles by a new article with x + y citations. This article may be then merged with further articles to obtain articles with even higher citation numbers. In their model, one can determine in polynomial time whether it is possible to improve the H-index by merging, but maximizing the H-index by merging is strongly NP-hard [12] .
We extend the results of de Keijzer and Apt [12] in several ways. First, we propose two further ways of measuring the number of citations of a merged article. One of these two new measures seems to be the one actually used by Google Scholar. Second, we propose a model for restricting the set of possible merge operations. Although Google Scholar allows merges between arbitrary articles, such a restriction is still motivated: even an untruthful scientist may try to merge only superficially similar articles in order to conceal the manipulation. Finally, we also consider the variant in which only a limited number of merges may be applied in order to achieve a desired H-index. This is again motivated by the fact that an untruthful scientist may try to conceal the manipulation by performing only few changes to the own profile. needed merging, that is, different versions of the same work. The reason for this hardness was that one could not merge articles from different pages displayed by Google Scholar. Therefore, the order of merging had an effect on the set of possible merges. In the current interface it is now possible to show all articles of an author on the same page.
Our models
We propose two new models for the merging of articles. These models take into consideration two aspects which are ignored by the model of de Keijzer and Apt [12] :
1. The number of citations of an article resulting from a merge is not necessarily the sum of the merged articles as assumed by the model of de Keijzer and Apt [12] . This is in particular the case for Google Scholar.
2. The model of de Keijzer and Apt [12] allows merging arbitrary articles. However, in order to hide manipulation, it would be desirable to only merge related articles, for example, the journal version of an article with its conference version. Our model allows for constraints on the compatibility of articles.
To allow different measures to compute the number of citations received by a merged article, we represent citations not by mere citation counts, but using a directed acyclic graph D = (V, A), whose vertices are articles: there is an
We consider a fixed author and denote the articles in the author's profile by W ⊆ V . In the following, these articles are called atomic articles and we aim to optimize the H-index of this author by merging some articles in W . The result of a sequence of article merges is a partition P of W . We call each part P ∈ P with |P | ≥ 2 a merged article. Note that having a merged article P corresponds to performing |P | − 1 successive merges on the articles contained in P . It is sometimes convenient to alternate between the partitioning and merging interpretations.
The aim is to find a partition P of W with a large H-index, where the H-index of a partition P is the largest number h such that there are at least h parts P ∈ P whose number µ(P ) of citations is at least h. Herein, we have multiple possibilities of defining the number µ(P ) of citations of an article in P. Before describing these possibilities, we introduce some notation.
Let deg in D (v) denote the indegree of an article v in the citation graph D, that is, its number of citations. Further, let N in the set of articles that cite v and N in
the set of articles that cite v and are not contained in W (thus, they may not be merged). For each part P ∈ P, we consider the following three citation measures for defining the number µ(P ) of citations of P . They are illustrated in Figure 1 defines the number of citations of a merged article P to be the sum of the citations of the atomic articles it contains. This is the measure proposed by de Keijzer and Apt [12] . In contrast, the measure
defines the number of citations of a merged article P as the number of distinct atomic articles citing at least one atomic article in P . We verified empirically that, at the time of writing, Google Scholar appears to use the unionCite measure. The measure
is, in our opinion, the most natural one: At most one citation of a part P ∈ P to a part P ∈ P is counted. In contrast to the two other measures, merging two articles under the fusionCite measure may lower the number of citations of the resulting article and of other articles. Moreover, fusionCite might be difficult to implement in citation databases such as Google Scholar: assume that two articles u and v cite an article w. Then, for the citation count of w to be well-defined, u and v have to be merged consistently across all profiles of authors of u and v.
To model constraints on permitted article merges, we furthermore consider an undirected compatibility graph G = (V, E). We call two articles compatible if they are adjacent in G. We say that a partition P of the articles W complies with G if for each part P of P all articles in P are pairwise compatible, that is, if G[P ] is a clique. Thus, if the compatibility graph G is a clique, then there are no constraints: all partitions of W comply with G in this case.
Formally, for each measure µ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite, fusionCite}, we are interested in the following problem:
set W ⊆ V of articles, and a nonnegative integer h. Question: Is there a partition of W that complies with G and that has H-index at least h with respect to µ?
Throughout this work, we use n := |V | to denote the number of input articles and m := |E| + |A| to denote the overall number of arcs and edges in the two input graphs.
Our results
We study the complexity of H-index Manipulation with respect to several structural features of the input instances. In particular, we consider the following three parameters:
• The size c of the largest connected component in the compatibility graph G. We expect this size to be small if only reasonable merges are allowed (or at least, if all merges have to appear to be reasonable).
• The number k of merges. We assume k to be small: in order to hide manipulations, a small number of merges is desirable.
• The H-index that should be achieved by merging. Although one is interested in maximizing the H-index, we expect this number also to be relatively small, since even experienced researchers seldom have an H-index greater than 70. Table 1 : Summary of results for the citation measures sumCite, unionCite, fusionCite, and the parameters "size c of the largest connected component of the compatibility graph G", "number k of allowed article merges", and "H-index h to achieve". Table 1 summarizes our results. For example, we find that, with respect to the unionCite measure used by Google Scholar, it is easier to manipulate the H-index if manipulations are to seem reasonable (small c). Moreover, the unionCite measure is complex enough to make increasing the H-index by one an NP-hard problem even if the compatibility graph G is a clique, which is a contrast to the result of de Keijzer and Apt [12] , who showed that, for the sumCite measure and the compatibility graph being a clique, it can be decided in polynomial time whether the H-index can be increased by one.
This article is organized as follows. First, Section 2 analyzes the parameterized complexity of H-index Manipulation parameterized by the size c of the largest connected component of the compatibility graph. Second, Section 3 analyzes the parameterized complexity of H-index Manipulation parameterized by the number k of allowed article merges. Finally, Section 4 analyzes the parameterized complexity of H-index Manipulation parameterized by the H-index h that we want to achieve. We conclude in Section 5 with prospects for future work.
Preliminaries
We analyze H-index Manipulation with respect to its classic and its parameterized complexity. Parameterized complexity theory tries to analyze problem difficulty not only in terms of the input size, but also for an additional parameter, typically an integer p [6, 9, 14] . Thus, formally, an instance of a parameterized problem is a pair consisting of the input I and the parameter p.
A parameterized problem with parameter p is fixed-parameter tractable if there is an algorithm that decides an instance (I, p) in f (p) · |I| O(1) time, where f is an arbitrary computable function depending only on p. The complexity class that contains the fixed-parameter tractable problems is called FPT. Clearly, if the problem is NP-hard, we must expect f to grow superpolynomially.
There are parameterized problems for which there is good evidence that they are not fixed-parameter tractable. Analogously to the concept of NPhardness, the concept of W[1]-hardness was developed. It is widely assumed that a W[1]-hard problem cannot have a fixed-parameter algorithm (hardness for the classes W[t], t ≥ 2, has the same implication). To show that a problem is W[1]-hard, a parameterized reduction from a known W[1]-hard problem can be used. This is a reduction that runs in f (p) · |I| O(1) time and maps the parameter p to a new parameter p which is bounded by some function g(p).
The notion of a problem kernel tries to capture the existence of provably effective preprocessing rules [10, 13] . More precisely, we say that a parameterized problem has a problem kernel if every instance can be reduced in polynomial time to an equivalent instance whose size depends only on the parameter.
Compatibility graphs with small connected components
In this section, we analyze the parameterized complexity of H-index Manipulation parameterized by the size c of the largest connected component of the compatibility graph. This parameterization is motivated by the fact that, ideally, one would merge only multiple versions of the same article and that, usually, there are only few versions of one article.
The following theorem shows that H-index Manipulation is solvable in linear time for the citation measures sumCite and unionCite if c is constant. Thereafter, we will show that H-index Manipulation is NP-hard even for c = 2 when using fusionCite. Proof. Obviously, articles from different connected components of G cannot be together in a part of any partition complying with G. Thus, for each connected component C of G independently, we compute a partition of the vertices of C that complies with G and has the maximum number of parts P with µ(P ) ≥ h.
We first show that this algorithmic approach is correct and then show how to execute it efficiently. Obviously, if an algorithm creates a partition P of W that complies with G and has at least h parts P with µ(P ) ≥ h, then we face a yes-instance. Conversely, if the input is a yes-instance, then there is a partition P of the set W of our articles complying with G and having at least h parts P with µ(P ) ≥ h. Consider any connected component C of G and the restriction P C = {P ∈ P | P ⊆ C} of P to C. Note that each part in P is either contained in C or disjoint from it and, thus, P C is a partition of C. Moreover, merging articles of one connected component does not affect the number of citations of articles in other connected components with respect to sumCite or unionCite . Thus, if we replace the sets of P C in P by a partition of C that has a maximum number of parts P with µ(P ) ≥ h, we obtain a partition that still has H-index at least h. Thus, our algorithm indeed finds a partition with H-index at least h.
In order to achieve a running time of O(2 c c 5 ·(n+m)), we employ dynamic programming in order to compute for each connected component C of G a partition that maximizes the number of parts with at least h citations. First, for every connected component C of G and every vertex subset V ⊆ V (C), we initialize a table 
.
we use the fast subset convolution algorithm by Björklund et al. [2] , which computes the function (f * g)(S) := max T ⊆S (f (T )+g(S \T )) for all subsets S of a size-q set using O(22 ) integer multiplications and additions. Note that our table T is a function of this form, with the remarkable difference that T recursively depends on itself. To do away with the recursive dependence, we define auxiliary tables T i for 0 ≤ i ≤ c such that an entry of T i will depend only on entries of T i−1 . Consider
Since ii) the citation graph is acyclic. Proof. We prove Theorem 2 using a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the NP-hard 3-Bounded Positive 1-in-3-SAT problem [5] .
3-Bounded Positive 1-in-3-SAT
Input: A formula φ in 3-conjunctive normal form containing only positive literals and with each literal contained in at most three clauses. Question: Is there a truth assignment for φ that sets exactly one variable per clause to "true"?
We first present the reduction from 3-Bounded Positive 1-in-3-SAT to H-index Manipulation. Let n be the number of variables of φ and m be the number of clauses. If m + n is odd, then we simply duplicate the instance. If (m + n)/2 < 18, then we solve φ using brute force and output a trivial yes-or no-instance of H-index Manipulation.
Otherwise, we now create an instance of H-index Manipulation with h := m + n. The construction is illustrated in Figure 2 . For each variable x i of φ, we introduce a variable gadget consisting of
, we add a clause gadget consisting of
, and (C 2 j,k , C 1 j, ) in the citation graph.
Merging a pair {C 1 j,z , C 2 j,z } for z ∈ {i, k, } shall correspond to setting the literal x z of c j to true.
To connect the clause gadget for the clause c j = (x i ∨ x k ∨ x ) to the corresponding variable gadgets, for all z ∈ {i, k, } and all y ∈ {i, k, } \ {z}, we add the arcs (C 1 j,z , X 2 z,F ), (C 2 j,z , X 2 z,F ), (C 1 j,z , X 2 y,T ), and (C 2 j,z , X 2 y,T ). Observe that the constructed citation graph is acyclic since each variable gadget and each clause gadget is acyclic and all other arcs are from clause gadgets to variable gadgets. Moreover, since each variable occurs in at most three clauses of φ and each clause has only three variables, every created article has at most 3·3·2 = 18 incoming citations. Since (m+n)/2 = h/2 ≥ 18, we can finally add, for each of the created articles, a distinct set of articles to D such that total the number of articles citing each pair
This concludes the construction of our H-index Manipulation instance. We now prove the correctness of the presented reduction.
First, if we have an assignment for φ that sets exactly one variable in each clause to true, then we merge the pair {X 1 i,T , X 2 i,T } for all true variables x i and merge the pairs {C 1 j,i , C 2 j,i } for all clauses c j containing x i . We will thus get h = m + n articles with h citations.
To show the converse, we first make two important observations:
1. For each variable x i of φ, at most one of the pairs p 1 := {X 1 i,T , X 2 i,T } and p 2 := {X 1 i,F , X 2 i,F } can be merged into an article P with fusionCite(P ) ≥ h: Observe that the sum of the citations of each pair is exactly h. However, if both p 1 and p 2 are merged, the article resulting from merging p 2 will get at most h−1 citations: it gets a citation from each of the articles of p 1 , which will be counted only as one citation after merging p 1 .
For each clause
j, } can be merged into an article P with fusionCite(P ) ≥ h: Suppose that p x is merged into an article P with fusionCite(P ) ≥ h. Then no pair p y with y > x can be merged into such an article: p y can get at most h − 1 citations when merged since p y gets a citation from each of the articles of p x . By the same argument also no p y with y < x can be merged into one article P with fusionCite(P ) ≥ h.
Since we ask for merging articles in order to increase the H-index to h := m+n, which is precisely the number of variables and clauses in the input formula, we have to create at least one article with h citations for each variable gadget and for each clause gadget. That is, if we can achieve H-index h, then, for each variable gadget and each clause gadget, exactly one pair is merged into an article with at least h citations. Moreover, if, for some clause
z,F , X 2 z,F } cannot be merged into an article with h citations since it gets one citation from each of C 1 j,z and C 2 j,z . It follows that {X 1 z,T , X 2 z,T } has to be merged. Moreover, for y ∈ {i, k, } \ {z}, the pair {X 1 z,T , X 2 z,T } cannot be merged into an article with h citations, since it gets one citation from each of C 1 j,z and C 2 j,z . It follows that {X 1 z,F , X 2 z,F } has to be merged. Thus, we obtain an assignment for φ that sets exactly one variable of each clause to true by setting those variables x i to true for which the pair {X 1 i,T , X 2 i,T } is merged into an article with at least h citations.
An interesting fact about the construction employed in the proof is that it is not particularly important how many citations each article gets. As a consequence, H-index Manipulation remains hard for many possible input distributions of article citation counts: it is only important that the citations add up to h for each pair of compatible articles. To additionally diversify the distribution of citations count, one can of course introduce arbitrary articles with citation count below h that cannot be merged with any other article.
Merging few articles or increasing the H-index by one
In this section, we consider two variants of H-index Manipulation: Cautious H-index Manipulation where we allow to merge at most k articles and H-index Improvement where we ask whether it is possible to increase the H-index at all. Cautious H-index Manipulation is motivated by the fact that a truthful scientist would accept only slight modifications to his citations record. (We note that the profile data of Google Scholar is often of acceptable quality and few merges suffice.) Furthermore, by merging only few articles a cheating scientist could try to conceal his tamperings. Formally, the problem is defined as follows, where µ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite, fusionCite} as before.
Cautious H-index Manipulation(µ)
Input: A citation graph D = (V, A), a compatibility graph G = (V, E), a set W ⊆ V of articles, and nonnegative integers h and k. Question: Is there a partition P of W that i) complies with G, ii) has H-index at least h with respect to µ, and iii) is such that the number P ∈P (|P | − 1) of merges is at most k?
We show that Cautious H-index Manipulation is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by k only for the sumCite measure and when arbitrary merges are allowed, that is, the compatibility graph is a clique. Generalizing the compatibility graph or using more complex measures immediately leads to W[1]-hardness with respect to k.
Given the NP-hardness of H-index Manipulation, a natural question to ask, and an intuitively easier problem to solve, is whether the H-index can be improved at all. This variant was introduced by de Keijzer and Apt [12] ; the definition is as follows.
H-index Improvement(µ)
Input: A citation graph D = (V, A), a compatibility graph G = (V, E), and a set W ⊆ V of articles. Question: Is there a partition P of W that complies with G and has a larger H-index than W with respect to µ, where W is the singleton partition of W ?
De Keijzer and Apt [12] showed that H-index Improvement(sumCite) can be solved in polynomial time if the compatibility graph is a clique. In contrast, we prove that generalizing the compatibility graph or using more complex measures leads to NP-hardness. We now give the tractable case of Cautious H-index Manipulation and then turn to the hardness proofs. Proof. Assume that (D, G, W, h, k) is a yes-instance and let P be a partition of W with H-index at least h and at most k merges. Let M := {v ∈ W | v ∈ P, P ∈ P, |P | ≥ 2} be the set of articles that have been merged with other articles, and let W := {v ∈ W : deg in D (v) ≤ h} be the set of articles with at most h citations. Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . be the articles of W ordered by non-increasing citation counts. We claim that we may assume that M = {v 1 , . . . , v |M | }. Otherwise, we are in one of the following cases: Case 1. There is an article v ∈ M with more than h citations. That is, v ∈ P ∈ P and |P | ≥ 2. In this case, we may simply split P into P \ {v} and {v} without dropping the H-index of P below h. Case 2. There is an article v i ∈ M with i > |M |. That is, v i ∈ P ∈ P with |P | ≥ 2. Then, since the compatibility graph is a clique, we may replace v i in P with an arbitrary article v j / ∈ M and j ≤ |M | (which clearly exists) without decreasing the H-index of P.
Since at most k article merges are allowed, we have |M | ≤ 2k. Hence, if there is a solution, then there is also one where all merged articles are within {v 1 , . . . , v 2k }. Thus, we can remove all edges from the compatibility graph G that are incident with articles of at least h citations and discard all articles v j with j > 2k. In this way, we obtain an instance with a compatibility graph whose largest connected component contains at most 2k vertices. The statement now follows from Theorem 1.
If we generalize the compatibility graph, then we obtain the following hardness results. Proof. We give two reductions from the Multicolored Clique problem which differ only in specifying the H-index we want to achieve and the upper bound on the number of merges for Cautious H-index Manipulation. The problem definition is as follows.
Multicolored Clique
Input: An -partite graph H along with the partite sets. Question: Is there a clique with vertices contained in H?
Multicolored Clique is well-known to be NP-hard and W[1]-hard with respect to [8] .
We now describe the reductions. We create a citation graph D, a compatibility graph G, and a set of articles W , such that the instance (D, G, W, h := , k := − 1) of Cautious H-index Manipulation and the instance (D, G, W ) of H-index Improvement are yes-instances if and only if (H, ) is a yes-instance for Multicolored Clique.
Our Cautious H-index Manipulation and H-index Improvement instances have an article set W = W ≥ W < , where W < := V (H) and W ≥ consists of − 1 new articles. For each article w ∈ W ≥ we introduce a set of articles that are not contained in W , and that cite w and no other article. Similarly, for each article w ∈ W < we introduce one article not in W that cites w and no other article. In this way, we have implicitly defined the citation graph D. Next, we construct the compatibility graph G from H by adding each article in W ≥ as an independent vertex. This concludes the construction. Clearly, we can carry it out in polynomial time. Note that the reduction to Cautious H-index Manipulation is a parameterized reduction for parameter k since k = − 1. Now we prove the equivalence of the three instances. If the Multicolored Clique instance (H, ) is a yes-instance, then there is a clique S of size in H, merging the corresponding articles S ⊆ W < complies with the compatibility graph, and hence, yields a merged article with citations. Together with the −1 articles in W ≥ , this results in articles with citations and hence, H-index at least = h. Furthermore, exactly − 1 merges are performed in this way, implying that the Cautious H-index Manipulation instance is yes.
Note that the H-index of the singleton partition W of W is − 1. That is, the Cautious H-index Manipulation instance asks to increase the H-index of W by one. Thus, clearly, if the Cautious H-index Manipulation instance is a yes-instance, then also the H-index Improvement instance is.
Finally, assume that the H-index Improvement instance is yes. Then there is a merged article S with citations. Since only articles in W < can be merged, S consists of at least articles. Furthermore, G[S] = H[S] is a clique since the merging has to comply with G. Hence, the Multicolored Clique instance is yes, concluding the proof that all three instances are equivalent. Now we restrict the compatibility graph to be a clique, and we consider the measures unionCite and fusionCite. As mentioned above, we obtain hardness results; the reductions are from the Independent Set problem which is defined as follows.
Independent Set
Input: An undirected graph H and a nonnegative integer . Question: Is there an independent set of size at least in H, that is, a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices?
Independent Set is known to be NP-hard and W[1]-hard with respect to [6] . Let us first give a parameterized reduction from Independent Set to Cautious H-index Manipulation. and no other articles. Furthermore, we increase the citation counts of each article in W < to exactly n. That is, for each article w ∈ W < we introduce new articles not contained in W that cite only w until w has n citations. The compatibility graph G is a clique. This concludes the construction. Clearly, we can carry it out in polynomial time. Moreover, the reduction is a parameterized reduction since k = − 1. Note that no article in W cites another article in W and hence, for any part P in a partition of W , we have unionCite(P ) = fusionCite(P ). Now let us prove the correctness of the reduction. Assume first that (H, ) is a yes-instance and let S be an independent set of size in H. Then, merging all articles in S into one article in the Cautious H-index Manipulation instance is valid since the compatibility graph G is a clique. Furthermore, it yields a merged article S with unionCite(S) ≥ h citations: Since the vertices in S are independent in G, there is no article e {u,v} citing both u, v ∈ S in the Cautious H-index Manipulation instance. Thus, the citations of the articles in S are pairwise disjoint. Together with the h − 1 atomic articles in W ≥ we have H-index h.
Conversely, assume that (D, G, W, h, − 1) is a yes-instance. Since we are allowed to merge at most − 1 times in order to increase achieve H-index h = n, and since each article in W < has exactly n citations, we need to merge articles in W < into one article. That is, there is a part S ⊆ W < in any solution for Cautious H-index Manipulation with unionCite(S) ≥ h citations. This means that the articles it contains must have pairwise disjoint sets of citations, because each of them has only n = h/ citations. Thus, S is an independent set in H.
Note that, in contrast to the reduction in Theorem 4, it may be possible to merge more than articles in order to increase the H-index in the reduction for Theorem 5. Hence, to show hardness for H-index Improvement, we need another approach. Theorem 6. Let µ ∈ {unionCite, fusionCite}. H-index Improvement(µ) is NP-hard even if the compatibility graph is a clique.
Proof. We give a polynomial-time reduction from the Independent Set problem. Let (H, ) be an instance of Independent Set and let q := |E(H)|. Without loss of generality, we assume that q ≥ > 2. We now construct an instance of H-index Improvement with citation graph D, a set V of articles, and a set W of own articles. The compatibility graph G will be a clique on all articles. We introduce citations so that the H-index of the singleton partition of W will be q − 1, hence the goal in the constructed instance will be to achieve H-index at least q.
The article set W is partitioned into three parts W = W ≥ W −1 W < . The first part, W ≥ , consists of q − − 1 articles, and for each article w ∈ W ≥ we introduce q articles not in W that cite w and no other article. The second part, W −1 , consists of articles, and for each article w ∈ W −1 we introduce q − 1 articles not in W that cite w and no other article. The last part, W < , contains the vertices of the Independent Set instance, that is, W < := V (H). Finally, for each edge {u, v} ∈ E(H) we introduce one article e {u,v} not in W that cites both u and v. This concludes the construction of the citation graph D. Note that the singleton partition of W has H-index q − 1. Hence, we have created an instance (D, G, W ) of H-index Improvement where we are looking to increase the H-index to at least q. Clearly, we can carry out this construction in polynomial time. Furthermore, since there are no self-citations, that is, no articles in W cite each other, for any subset P of W we have unionCite(P ) = fusionCite(P ). Let us now prove the equivalence of the two instances.
Assume that (H, ) is a yes-instance. We claim that then also the Cautious H-index Manipulation instance is a yes-instance. Choose an independent set S of size in H. Take each of the corresponding articles in S and merge them with the articles in W −1 , pairing them one by one. This creates merged articles with q citations each. Together with the articles in W ≥ , we now have q − 1 articles with q citations, some of them merged. To create another article with q citations, simply merge all articles in W < \S into one article: Since S is an independent set, for each article e {u,v} citing W < , either u or v is not in S. Hence, the merged article W < \ S has q citations. Thus, (D, G, W ) is a yes-instance. Now assume that (D, G, W ) is a yes-instance and let us show that also (H, ) is. Take a partition P of W with H-index at least q. Note that any subset R ⊆ W < has µ(R) ≥ q only if R is a vertex cover of H (a vertex cover of a graph is a subset X of the vertices such that each edge is incident with some vertex in X). Hence, as there are at most q − 1 parts P ∈ P with P ⊆ W < , there is at least one part P ∈ P such that P ⊆ W < is a vertex cover of H. Assume that there are two such parts P, P . Then P ∪ P = V (H) = W < . Note that each remaining part of P contains only articles in W ≥ ∪ W −1 , that is, of these parts at most q − − 1 + /2 can have at least q citations. However, as > 2, there are at most q − /2 − 1 + 2 ≤ q − 1 parts with at least q citations in P. Thus, there is exactly one part R ∈ P such that R ⊆ W < , and such that R is a vertex cover of H.
Take S := V (H) \ R. Note that, since R is a vertex cover of H, S is an independent set in H; we claim that S has size at least . Since there is exactly one part in P that is a vertex cover of H, each part P ⊆ W < has at least q citations and there are at least q − 1 of them. This means that no two articles in W ≥ ∪ W −1 are merged. Hence, each article in W −1 is merged into an article in S, that is, S contains at least articles.
Achieving a moderately large H-index
We now consider the parameter H-index that we want to achieve. This parameter is usually not very large as researchers in the early stage of their career have an H-index below 20. Even for more experienced researchers the H-index seldom exceeds 70. Hence, in many cases the value of a desired H-index is sufficiently low to serve as useful parameter, in terms of gaining practically useful fixed-parameter algorithms.
First, observe that the reduction from Multicolored Clique to Cautious H-index Manipulation in Theorem 4 also is a parameterized reduction to H-index Manipulation with respect to the H-index we want to achieve. Hence, we have the following. Note that the hardness also transfers to the unionCite and fusionCite measures. We now show that H-index Manipulation(unionCite) is fixedparameter tractable if the compatibility graph is a clique. More precisely, this result holds for the unionCite and sumCite measures. To prove it, we describe a kernelization algorithm, that is, a polynomial-time data reduction algorithm that produces an equivalent instance whose size is bounded by some function of the parameter h. The first step is to simplify the instance by the following rule which removes citations between articles in W .
Rule 1.
If there is an article w ∈ W such that the set W ⊆ W of articles cited by w is nonempty, then do the following. Add a new article v to V \ W , add citations from v to each article in W , and remove all outgoing citations from w.
Let W < denote the set of articles that have less than h citations but at least one citation. The next step in our kernelization algorithm is to bound the number of articles that cite articles in W < . To achieve this, we apply the greedy algorithm described in Algorithm 1, which finds a solution if there are too many articles that cite articles in W < . Intuitively, it merges articles as long as merging makes some progress towards more articles with h citations. Lemma 1. If there are more than 2h 2 articles that cite articles in W < , then Algorithm 1 finds a solution.
Proof. We say that at some point in the algorithm an article in V \ W is useless if it does not cite articles in W < . By the premise of the lemma, there are initially 2h 2 useful articles. Since each article in W < has at most h − 1 citations, removing an article from W < makes at most h − 1 articles in V \ W useless. Furthermore, before the last addition to B in the inner loop at most h − 1 articles cite articles in B and the addition of the last element adds at most h − 1 further citations to B. Hence, each pass of the
Algorithm 1: Greedy Merge
Input: A citation graph D = (V, A), a compatibility graph G = (V, E), and a set of articles W < ⊆ V , each with less than h citations and at least one citation.
outer loop makes at most 2(h − 1) articles useless. Thus, if there are initially 2h 2 useful articles, then there are at least 2h useful articles at the beginning of each of the first h passes of the outer loop of the greedy algorithm. Thus, if the current B does not have h citations already, there is always an article in W < (one that is cited by another useful article) whose inclusion in B increases unionCite(B). Hence, the algorithm creates at least h merged articles with at least h citations each.
Thus, after applying the greedy algorithm we may assume that less than 2h 2 articles cite articles in W < . We now apply two further data reduction rules. The intuition behind the first rule is that if there is an article that cites a lot of articles in W < , then many of those citations are irrelevant if the goal is to obtain H-index h. Thus, they can be safely removed.
Rule 2.
If there is an article v ∈ V that cites more than h 2 articles in W < , then remove an arbitrary citation (v, w) outgoing from this article.
Proof of correctness. Clearly, the rule cannot transform a no-instance into a yes-instance. Thus, we need to show that each yes-instance remains a yes-instance after application of the rule. Let (D, G, W, h) be a yes-instance and consider a partition P such that unionCite(P) ≥ h. We claim that we can also assume that at most h · (h − 1) atomic articles from W are in merged articles. Otherwise, there either there are more than h merged articles, one of which we can clearly split up into its atomic articles. Or there is a merged article P ∈ P with at least h atomic articles. Of these atomic articles, either one has at least h citations, which we can again split off, or there is an atomic article a ∈ P whose set of citations is contained in the set of citations of the remaining articles. Hence, a can be removed from P without reducing its citation count below h. Thus, we may assume that there are at most h · (h − 1) atomic articles in merged articles. Now consider the citation (v, w) that is removed by the reduction rule. If P does not achieve an H-index of h after the removal of (v, w), then adding one other citation to the part P containing w yields a partition with H-index h. To achieve this, we choose an arbitrary article w ∈ W that is cited by v and not contained in any merged article of P. Such an article w exists since at least h 2 articles are cited by v and at most h · (h − 1) articles are merged by P. Adding this article to P increases unionCite(P ) by at least one. The part P thus has h citations afterwards. Hence, the instance obtained by removing (v, w) is a yes-instance.
The next rule removes further unnecessary articles and citations from the instance. Its correctness is obvious. Rule 3. If there is an article w ∈ W that is not cited at all, then remove w from the instance. If there is an article v ∈ V \ W that does not cite any articles, then remove v from the instance. If there is an article in W \ W < that has more than h ingoing citations, then remove one of these citations.
Applying Rules 1-3 results in a small instance if the greedy algorithm does not find a solution.
Theorem 7. If the compatibility graph is a clique, then there is an O(h 4 )-article problem kernel for H-index Manipulation(unionCite).
Proof. The kernelization algorithm first exhaustively applies Rule 1. Thus, all citations are from V \ W to W . Then we apply Algorithm 1. If it finds a solution, then we are done. Otherwise, we may assume that there are less than 2h 2 articles in V \ W that cite articles in W < in the following. The kernelization now exhaustively applies Rule 2. Afterwards, there are at most 2h 2 · h 2 vertices in W < since all citations go from V \ W to W , there are at most 2 · h 2 articles that cite articles in W < , and each of these articles cites at most h 2 articles. (Recall that each article in W < is cited at least once.) Now, the kernelization exhaustively applies Rule 3. Afterwards, each article is cited and hence, there are at most h − 1 articles in W \ W < . Each of these has at most h citations. Thus, there are O(h 2 ) articles in V \ W that do not cite articles in W < . The overall size bound follows.
While the problem kernel shown in Theorem 7 is rather large and its size certainly deserves improvement, it finally allows us to obtain the following classification result using any algorithm that decides the problem. Corollary 2. If the compatibility graph is a clique, then H-index Manipulation(unionCite) is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the H-index.
Outlook
In ongoing work, we empirically investigate the potential for optimizing the Google Scholar profile of researchers with real-world data. That is, we study by how much can the H-index of a researcher be increased when abusing the merge operation? If substantial improvements of the H-index are possible through abusive merges, it is also useful to gain knowledge about detecting these merges. Hence, it would be interesting to obtain algorithms that identify profiles in which the merge operation has been abused to obtain a large H-index.
Clearly, it is also of interest to consider merging articles in order to increase other measures than the H-index. For example, one could try to improve the g-index [7, 17] , the w-index [16] , or the i10-index of a certain author. Currently, the i10-index, the number of articles with at least ten citations, is also used by Google Scholar.
Furthermore, merging articles in order to increase one index might have the undesirable effect of decreasing another index. For example, merging two articles may reduce the overall number of citations. Accordingly, it is interesting to study the problem to increase the H-index by merging while not decreasing the overall number of citations below some predefined threshold.
Finally, the H-index is not only relevant for single researchers but it is also computed for groups of researchers, for example, for research institutes. Hence, it is also interesting to consider other operations than merging articles. For instance, an institute might want to hire a set of researchers that increases its H-index the most among otherwise equal candidates. That is, instead of merging, we add sets of articles to the profile of the institution, in order to increase its H-index.
